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The News'
Briefs
Shuttle launch delayed
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
- NASA postponed the
launch of space shuttle
Columbia for at least a week
because of worrisome heat
damage to insulation on a
booster rocket used on an
earlier flight.
Columbia was supposed
to blast off Friday on a
16-day science mission, but
NASA on Monday delayed
the flight until at least Nov.
IS.
Engineers are puzzled by
an unusual amount of damage to nozzle insulation in
one of the two solid-fuel
booster rockets used to
launch Atlantis in September.
NASA said the Atlantis
crew was in no danger, but
engineers want to understand what happened before
flying Columbia.
A leak of hot gas through
a joint in a booster rocket
caused Challenger to explode after liftoff in 1986.
NASA has since been extremely cautious about any
booster abnormalities.
The five astronauts assigned to the Columbia mission will release and retrieve two satellites and
conduct two spacewalks to
practice space station construction.
The crew includes Story
Musgrave, who at 61 will be
the oldest person ever in
space.

Passenger has heart
attack, plane lands
COLUMBUS - A charter
plane with a heart attack
victim aboard was diverted
to land today at Port
Columbus International
Airport.
The Boeing 747 Tower Air
plane landed about 10 a.m.,
and the stricken passenger
was taken by ambulance to
a hospital, said a man who
answered the telephone in
the tower. The man would
not give his name.
No other details were
Immediately available.

Church fire deemed
suspicious
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio ~ A
fire authorities said appeared to be suspicious destroyed a church Monday.
The fire at the Missionary
Church, just south of the
city, was reported by a 911
call at about 11 a.m., said
Sgt. Roger Roberts of the
Clark County sheriffs office.
No one was in the church
at the time, and there were
no reports of any injuries.
Roberts said the wooden
church and its contents
were a total loss.
Cause of the fire was
under investigation, said
Roberts.

NY man sentenced

NEW YORK - A man with
a history of mental problems who believed the television networks were out to
get him was sentenced to 25
years in prison Monday for
shooting an NBC stagehand.
William Tager, 49, of
Charlotte, N.C., pleaded
guilty In July to first-degree
manslaughter and criminal
use of a firearm In the death
of Campbell Montgomery,
who worked for the "Today" show. Tager must
serve 12 1/2 years before
he Is eligible for parole.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Sports
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Cincinnati Bengals back on track
under new head coach.
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Hiring methods
depend on vote
Darli Wamock and Jay Young
The BC News
Students could help hire faculty, if a resolution is passed today
by the Faculty Senate.
The Faculty Senate will reconsider the procedures for recruiting faculty this afternoon, specifically to allow students and other
non-faculty to be permitted on
hiring panels.
The resolution was defeated in
September, however two senators who voted on the prevailing
side of the Issue requested a revote, which allowed the resolution to be reconsidered. After the
first vote, student representatives to the Senate have campaigned for a revote.
Janet Morrison, Graduate Student Senate president, said lack
of attendance and confusion in
voting were the main reasons the
initial resolution failed.
"I think there was some confusion regarding the voting status,"
Morrison said. "I certainly hope
it's going to pass now."
The Senate Executive Committee voted to change the wording
of the original resolution to make
the intent more clear. •
The proposal states: "Academic units should seek student,
staff or alumni input in the deliberations of their screening
committees."
Morrison said many students
wanted to participate as a voting
member of the panel, but were

concerned they would be denied
any type of input in the process.
Hal Lunde, Faculty Senate
chairman, explained there are a
variety of aspects which senators
will look at before voting on the
resolution. He warned students
to be advised on what the faculty
will vote for and against
"It's Interesting how this
works," Lunde said. "There are
two opposing concepts and the
faculty are held accountable."
Provost Charles Mlddleton said
each department should have the
option to include students when
hiring faculty.
"I think if a department wishes
to have it, and it makes sense, I
don't have a problem with it,"
Middleton said. "For me, having
student participation in the recruitment of the faculty in a variety of ways, ought to be the
norm of the campus."
Middleton said a student, like
any other committee member,
should not be allowed to be the
difference when it comes to the
decision to hire.
"If It is evenly divided and a
single student vote makes the
difference, it doesn't make any
difference where the student
sits, because the student's not the
issue," Middleton said. "The issue is it's divided. That's problematic, and when it's problematic you shouldn't hire."
A resolution was passed by
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A Bowling Green emergency medical technician and a witness to the accident yesterday on Troup
Street talk as the victim, middle, is prepared for transport

Motorcyclist injured
in Wooster St. crash
Joe Boyle
The BG News
A motorcyclist was injured
Monday afternoon as he struck
the side of a car on Wooster
Street.
The motorcyclist was traveling east on Wooster around
2:30 p.m., when his cycle
struck a vehicle coming out of
Troup Street.
"There was a car turning left
onto Wooster, and the motorcycle hit the driver's side

door," said Kristen Papenbrock, senior interpersonal
communications major, who
witnessed the accident
Papenbrock said the biker
had just begun traveling east
on Wooster Street after the
light had changed and did not
appear to be moving very fast.
The car involved in the incident was not damaged heavily,
according to Papenbrock, suffering only a dented door, with
a "rubber strip" hanging outof-kilter.

The motorcycle, a late-model
Honda CBR, sustained moderate damage to the front, with
several pieces of metal torn
loose from the front wheel assembly.
One witness, who declined to
be identified, said the motorcycle appeared to be traveling
about 30 miles per hour.
Bowling Green Police Office
Matthew Miles said the cyclist
broke his wrist, and complained of pains in his stomach

See FACULTY, page Three.

Campaigns draw to close fl Where to vote:
John King
The Associatea Press

President Clinton appealed for
a second term Monday by taking
credit for a revived economy and
promising that if given four more
years, "we'll be better off still."
Battling the odds on election eve,
Bob Dole warned of mounting
Clinton ethical questions and declared: "America deserves better."
Control of Congress was at
stake, too, as Americans prepared to cast ballots In the last
presidential election of the 1900s.
Clinton had the upper hand in the
race against Dole and Reform
Party candidate Ross Perot,
while Republicans were favored
to keep their House and Senate
majorities.
"I'm not optimistic on a
national basis at all on the presidential race," said Florida Republican Chairman Tom Slade.
"It truly would be a political miracle if Dole can pull this out."
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
on the other hand, voiced confidence he would not have to hand
his gavel over to Democrats
come January.
"I'm currently planning on
what we'll do next year in the
majority," Gingrich said as he
campaigned back home In Georgia.
Still, strategists In both parties
said dozens of races were too
close to predict on the final Monday of a campaign that was, oddly, both a referendum on the incumbent Democratic president
and the Republican Congress
sent to Washington midway
through Clinton's term.
"There are going to be a lot of
close races and that's just a fact,"
said Republican National Committee Chairman Haley Barbour.
Given that the candidates
were up early, or. In Dole's case,
didn't bother sleeping at all.
Clinton began in New Hamp-

The Associated Press

Bob Dole shakes hands with supporters In Houston Monday.

Precinct l-A
Precinct IB
Precinct 1-C
Precinct 1-D
Precinct 1-G
Precinct 2-A
Precinct 2-C
Precinct 2-D
Precinct 2-F
Precinct 3-A
Precinct 3-B
Precinct 3-C
Precinct 3-D
Precinct 3-E
Precinct 3-F
Precinct 3-G
Precinct 4-A
Precinct 4-B
Precinct 4-C
Precinct 4-D
Precinct 4-E
Precinct 4-G
Precinct 4-H
Precinct 4-1
Precinct 4-J

Ridge School, 225 Ridge St.
Ridge School
Memorial Hall. BGSU
St. Mark's. 315 S. College Dr.
Ridge School
S. Main School. 437 S. Main
Crim School, Crim Street
S. Main School
CRC, 1045 Klotz Road
Presbyterian Church. 129 Church
Kenwood School. 710 Kenwood
BG Jr. High, 215 W. Wooster
BG Jr. High
Peace Church, 1028 Pearl St.
Peace Church
Kenwood School
Wood Co. Library. N.Main St.
Wood Co. Library
Girl Scout Building, City Park
BG High School. 530 W. Poe
BG High School
Conneaut School. 542 Haskins
Conneaut School
Conneaut School
1 st Christian Church, 875 Haskins

The first number in the the precinct identification is the
ward in which the voter resides. The letter is a sub-class
based on neighborhood population.
On-campus students vole in precinct 1-C, located in
Memorial Hall.

The AaiocUted Press

Bill Clinton grabs last minute votes at Cleveland State University
Monday.
shire, once firm Republican territory but now part of the president's solid Northeast base.
•We're one day away from victory," Elaine Krasker told him
inside a Manchester restaurant.
"It's hard to believe, unit it?"
Clinton replied, at age 50 setting
out confidently for the final day

of what Is likely to be his final
campaign.
Later, in Cleveland, Clinton
said the economy had created
nearly 11 million jobs and the
deficit had been cut by 60 percent since he took office. "We're
See aECTION, page Six.

Bowling Green polls will open at 7 a.m. today and remain open
until 7:30 p.m.
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Get out to the polls
Today is November 5—Election day. And It's a
big one, with the voters of the America determining
who our next leader will be.
Almost the entire population of this University is
eligible to vote, save those attending from countries
other than the U.S. and those who have not yet turned
18. Therefore, there is no excuse for this University
not having a large voter turnout.
In other words, get out there and vote! There are,
believe it not, many other countries in the world that
are fighting to get the same privilege that most of us
have had — and abused — since the formation of our
country(excluding women and non-white males).
However, even the above-mentioned groups now
have the right to vote. Yet, members of those groups
often represent the lowest percentage of voter turnout.
These groups also have the smallest percentage
of government representation in office. Therefore,
voting is one of their small (but important) voices in
our government.
For those out there who believe that your vote
doesn't count, that the politicians won't keep any of
their promises, etc.. etc.. there is proof that says otherwise. For example, in the 1994 Sugarcreek Township (Ohio) trustee race, the fire chief chose to run
against a long-standing (and much-maligned by certain members of the community) incumbant. The
number of votes for each candidate came out equal.
The winner was decided by a coin toss, which "ruled"
in favor of the incumbant.
In other words, all of those who were "too busy"
to vote, or thought that their single voice would not
count, ended up being dead wrong. Instead of making a choice that could have indeed had a lasting
impact on their community, their voice was not and
will not be heard.
This is an example of how indifference can have
far-reaching effects. Unfortunately, many have the
mindset that Americans are la2y, uncaring and disinterested.
When citizens from other countries who do not
enjoy having the right to vote see Americans simply
ignoring this privilege, it only reinforces the mindset
that Americans are lazy and apathetic. Let's not make
this the American way. Please vote today.

Let's have a reality check, please
Buried under the assorted
Junk on my coffee table are
some issues of Cosmopolitan.
They surface whenever I have
male visitors, who sniff them
out like bloodhounds.
"Why is this magazine so
full of beautiful half-naked
women?" a friend asked as he
flipped through one. "I'm not
complaining. Dut isn't this a
women's magazine? Do women
really want to see this?"
"Heck, no." I said. "Not
heterosexual women, at any
rate. But that magazine is one
big ad for beauty products—of
course it will feature bunches
of irritatlngry beautiful women.
They're hoping to bug us Into
buying their stuff so we can
look like that. too. ha ha."
His question piqued my
interest, what, exacdy is it that
we're all trying to look like? I
apprehended the magazine
from him. As expected. I encountered images of conventionally attractive women with
nearly every page turn.
And they all look the
same. Shift the facial features
ever so slightly, change the hair
or eyeliner and you have essentially the same woman. She's
young, she's white, she's thin
and she looks like nobody I ever
see on the street. Is this who
we all want to be?
An informal study of the
Fall/Winter issue of Cosmo re-
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Southard
vealed some dismal statistics:
of the 60 women who appeared.
52 were white. 59 were "young"
(seeming under 40) and all were
thin.
The men did not fare
much better. Of the 12 I found,
10 were white. 10 were young
and 10 were thin and muscled.
These statistics are not
limited to women's magazines
alone. They hold consistent
across most of the mainstream
media. It presents quite a homogenized view of America.
Why is this Ideal dangled
before us like a carrot on a
string? Is it a plot by certain
Industries to keep us feeling
inadequate so we will buy their
products? Possibly. Whatever it
is, it has made us Into a nation
of neurotic, dieting, make-up
buying, plastic-surgery-receiving basket cases.
It's rather ironic, for example, that In a world where 60
million people starve to death
annually. Americans have
made dieting into a billion dollar a year industry. About onein-five college women have an

people. And chillingly reminiscent of Nazi Germany is the way
a white person is presented as
the Ideal. Even if a person of
color Is lauded as beautiful, his
or her skin Is often light, their
features somewhat Caucasian.
Other groups that are
underrepresented are the elderly and the physically and
mentally challenged. I have
never seen an ad featuring a
Ehyslcally or mentally chal;nged person, unless it was for
a special Interest group.
By excluding all of these
groups of people from the
beauty ideal, we are teaching
mainstream America to continue to view them as "the
other," not "normal." And we
are even further alienating
these groups from the mainstream, leaving them at quite a
disadvantage.
So everyone wants to be
beautiful. There's nothing
wrong with that. But when the
limits of "beautiful" are so narrow that there are about a
dozen people in America who
truly are. we have a problem.
Let's expand the definition
of beautiful. Hey. Cosmo: Show
me men and women who aren't
thin but who are still in good
health and happy. Show me a
guy with Down's Syndrome.
Show me some older folk. Show
me people of all colors. Show
me something real.
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eating disorder. Eighty percent
of fourth graders In a California school district were on a
diet. Forty-three percent of
women who responded to a
magazine survey said they'd
rather die. literally, than be fat.
Statistics are Just statistics, though. They don't tell how
the mother of a friend of mine
was denied a job as a customer
service rep at an airline because she exceeded a certain
weight. The limit for her height.
5 feet 6 Inches, is 139 pounds.
She weighs 142, the national
average for women of her
height.
They don't tell of the 11year-old Ft. Lauderdale boy
who committed suicide In August. He hung himself from a
tree, too afraid to go back to
school where his classmates
teased him relentlessly because
he was overweight.
Can something as seemingly innocent as a beauty ideal
be responsible? Absolutely.
It can also be partially
blamed for the perpetuation of
racism, that old monster. When
I was growing up, "Sesame
Street" and "Fat Albert" were
my only media connections to
people of other racial and ethnic groups. Things have improved since then, but not
enough. People of color still
appear alone, in most mainstream media, in a sea of white
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For once you are reading
a letter that is not a drawn out
complaining about the University. Sure. I could rant about
how bad the BGSU parking Is
(if we are the "customer" for
BGSU then why do we have the
worst parking spaces ... ever go
to a retail establishment where
the employees get the prime
parking spot?) or I could moan
about the fact that construction
on campus is a pain In the neck
or whine about not having a
computer lab open 24/7 (they
say we do. but really ...) or
grumble about the safety or
lights or whatever. I won't. I do.
however, have a much more
important and heartfelt
complaing concerning B owling
Green, the city Itself.
Halloween. I have found
Halloween to be a good time to
make fools of ourselves by
dressing outrageous, over-stuff
on Smartles and KitKats. and
perhaps partake In a few ghost
stories or treks through
"haunted" neighborhood woods
and houses. Until now I had
thought that these ideas about
Halloween were pretty much
universal, at least through the
Midwest, but these ideas must
not be prevelant among Bowling Green children. How can I
accuse such a thing? If Bowling Green children were busy
putting on costumes and fully
engaging themselves in Halloween activities, why would a
group of boys absolutely attack

TfefrKT
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etters
my candy bowl? Well. I don't
know why either, and I'm sure
there's a lot of psychoanalytical
BS that explains it. or maybe It
was simply out of boredom, but
their behavior was inappropriate nonetheless. Here's the
situation: I left my heaping bowl
of chocolate bars and candy on
the front porch next to the
pumpkin with a note wishing
the trick-or-treaters "Happy
Halloween" with a disclaimer at
the bottom stating to "take
one." Less than five minutes
passed and I was about to engross myself in class readings
when I heard a bunch of commotion on the porch. I figured
It was Just a couple of kids getting some candy, a piece or two
or three. Assuming I would
open the door to find cute costumes and grinning cheeks, I
couldn't resist and I flung open
the door only to find the bowl
completely empty and strewn
on the porch with the puny remains of Sweet Tarts and DumDums. I quickly walked around
the wrap-around porch and
saw the attackers fleeing the
scened towards another abode
where, luckily, the folks were
present handing out their
candy. Stunned by the situa-
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tion. I stood on my porch shellshocked. By the time it occurred to me that I'm older and
bigger than these kids and I
could make them feel guilty for
their actions, they were already
down the block and cutting
through yards. During my
shock I had noticed that these
were pre-teen boys that were
dressed In regular clothes donning only masks as a disguise.
I know that not all BG children
are this ill-mannered and there
are many in fact who would
have enjoyed the candy I tried
to give them. As usual, though,
a few rotten apples have spoiled
the whole bunch. So much for
the pride of handing out "the
best candy on the block" to the
neighborhood children. Trickor-treat" must be a literal term
in Bowling Green. What a bummer Halloween turned out to
be. There's not place like home.
My home, that Is.
Julie J. Palmer
Senior
Telecommunications

TferW
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lumbus.
Chris Is a recent graduate
of BGSU. and he is committed
to serving the people in this region. Currently, he holds office
as a commissioner In Ottawa
County, where he has helped
bring in over $130 million In
Investments and hovs. He believes education and planning
creates jobs, not tax breaks for
the wealthy.
One of his priorities is to
make tuition affordable for all
of us. He Is proposing a tuition
freeze on Ohio's campuses to
curb the Incredible cost of a
college education. Currently.
Ohio's tuition is the third highest In the nation. A vote for
Chris would ensure a better
future for all of us.
As a member of BG City
Council and a student at thl»
University. I believe Chris will
be a strong voice for us In the
Senate. Please Join me In voting for our future on November
5 — vote for Chris Redfem.
Sarah Ogdahl
Junior
Environmental Science
BG City Council

On November 5, the BGSU
community has the opportunity
to vote for a candidate who
cares about the issues that afOn Monday, November 4,
fect us. Chris Redfern. who is
running for State Senate In the |The News printed a column on
Second District, has both the page two which appeared to be
public service experience and written by Tom Mather. It was
dedication that is required to written by Andrea Wood. The
represent our campus In Co- News regrets the error.

Correction
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Congressional hopefuls fight to finish
Senate
races
remain
close

House
leaders
desire
victory

Republicans now control the Senate, 53-47. With 34 Mats
open, Democrata hope to regain control.

David Espo
The Associated Press

Jim Drinkard
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Republicans,
led by House Speaker Newt Gingrich, closed out the election
campaign Monday with a final
push for their first back-to-back
House majority In 66 years.
"We're going to keep control of
the House," Gingrich declared.
Democrats pressed their attacks on the GOP freshmen who
came aboard in the Gingrich
wave two years ago. But on Election Eve, dozens of races remained too close to call.
In Spokane, Wash., former
House Speaker Tom Foley
whipped up supporters at a rally
for Judy Olson, a wheat farmer
who hoped to knock off Republican George Nethercutt, who beat
Foley two years ago. Nethercutt
appeared far safer than a few
weeks ago.
Gingrich, at a campaign event
in Smyrna, Ga., contended his
party could actually pad its
236-198 majority. There Is one
independent In the 435-member
House.
A key to Republican hopes is
the South, where GOP candidates
appeared likely to capture districts left open by Democratic
retirements in Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Oklahoma and
Texas.
Democrats, looking to win back
the majority they lost two years
ago, put their faith in knocking
off the weakest or the GOP
freshmen seeking re-election.
Considered most likely to lose:
Reps. Michael Flanagan of Illinois, Fred Helneman of North

Election
eflioj The Senate race

Carolina, Jim Longley of Maine,
Dick Chrysler of Michigan, Daniel Frisa of New York, Andrea
Seastrand of California and Jim
Bunn of Oregon.
It would take a net shift of 18
seats to the Democrats to transfer control of the House.
But Republicans believed and polls seemed to bear them
out - that the bulk of the freshmen had effectively battled back
against a two-pronged assault by
Democrats and organized labor.
Jon Christensen in Nebraska and
Phil English in Pennsylvania
looked relatively safe, and Rep.
J.D. Hayworth, R-Ariz., seemed
to have pulled back from the
brink of defeat.
A few veterans in each party
were on the watch list, including
firebrand conservative Rep. Bob

Dornan, R-Calif., and Reps. Harold Volkmer, D-Mo., and George
Brown, D-Calif. Democratic
freshmen Ken Bentsen in Texas
and Mike Ward in Kentucky also
faced tough opposition, as well as
second-termer Elizabeth Furse in
Oregon and three-term Rep. Bill
OrtoninUtah.
A late ABC News tracking poll
gave Democrats the edge when
likely voters were asked which
party they planned to vote for in
congressional races. But asked
their preference if Clinton holds
the White House for the Democrats, SI percent said In that case
they would want a Republican
House.
Armed with their "Contract
With America," Republicans won
control of the House In 1994 after
a 40-year exile from power.

WASHINGTON - From Maine
to Oregon, Senate candidates
stretched for the finish line
Monday in a campaign of unparalleled expense and nastiness.
Tight races abounded, but the
GOP expressed optimism it
would renew or even expand its
majority.
"You work all this time and it
comes down to one day," said
Democratic Sen. Jay Rockefeller, seeking his third term on
Tuesday. "You have to get people
out to vote. You just have to do
that."
Rockefeller's re-election in
West Virginia seemed one of the
safer bets of an election in which
as many as a dozen races remained close in late public opinion polls.
"It's likely we'll gain seats in
the Senate," Republican National
Chairman Haley Barbour predicted. "There's a possibility of a lot
of seats, of several seats changing hands, and there will be a lot
of close races" in the Senate as
well as the House.
Working to avoid GOP gains.
President Clinton campaigned on
behalf of Democratic candidates
around the country, although the
length of his coattails in a tightening presidential race was a
matter for debate. In New
Hampshire, he praised Democrat
Dick Swett, challenging Sen. Bob
Smith, as someone who "would
be a positive, uniting force, not a
divisive, rancorous force."
Much of the suspense revolved
around seats with no incumbents
on the ballot. Including Maine,

Foreign donations questioned
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State-by-state
Alabama
Howcll Heflin (!)• i

LoaUaaa
J. Bennett Johnston Jr. ID")

North CaroHaa
Jesse Helms (R)

Ted Slavens (R)

Make
WilliamS. Cohen (R«)'

Oklahoma
Jimlnhofe(R)

Arkaaaaa
David Pryor(D')

John F. Kerry (D)

OresMaitHatfieldlR*)

Colorado
Hank Brown (R-)

MkktjM
Carl Levin (D)

Claibome Pell <D>)

Joseph R.Biden Jr. (D)

Paul Wellslone (D)

Sa_Caro_
Strom Thurmond (R)

Georgia
Sam Nunn (D)

MaaWpfi
Thad Cochran (R)

Stnth Dakota
Lairy Prettier (R)

Idaho
Larry Craig (R)
DMnols
Paul Simon (D*)
Tom Harkin (D)

^^^^

Kaaaaa
Nancy Landon Kassebaum (R-)
Bob Dole (R'l
KaatMkf
Mitch McConnell (R|

Mai Baucus (D)

Fred D. Thompson (R)

J. James Eion ID"

Tnaa
Phil Gramm (R)

Robert Smith (R)

John W Warner (R)

Newjamj
Bill Bradley ID")

WaetVarfWa
John D Rockefeller IV (D)

New Moke
Pete Domenici (R)

WASHINGTON - An international business consultant linked
to an allegation concerning a
proposed $15 million political
contribution from Taiwan met
with President Clinton in September and came to the White
House 41 times In the past 13
months.
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry on Monday disclosed
the meeting between Clinton,
businessman Mark Mlddleton,
deputy White House counsel
Bruce Lindsey and James Riady,
a member of a wealthy Indonesian family involved In the growing controversy over foreignlinked political donations.
Middleton - a former top aide
to senior Clinton adviser Thomas

"Mack" McLarty - made the 41
trips to the White House from
September 1995 through Sept. 30
of this year, according to Secret
Service logs obtained by the
House Government Reform and
Oversight Committee.
McCurry said the participants
"talked a little... philosophically"
about the United States' posture
toward Asia "and then James
Riady expressed his support for
what the president was doing."
Lindsey's recollection is that
much of the meeting was a "social visit, a chance to catch up
and say hello," the spokesman
said.
Middleton visited the White
House four times in September on the 9th, 25th, 27th and 30th and It could not Immediately be
determined which of his meetings was with the president.

Middleton left the administration
in February 1995.
In interviews with Taiwan's
two leading evening newspapers,
businessman Chen Chso-ping has
claimed he was present when Li u
Tal-ying, the chief financial
manager of Taiwan's ruling
Kuomintang Party, offered to
Middleton a $15 million donation
to Clinton's re-election effort. Liu
flatly denied the accusation.
In a statement last week,
Middleton said he has been to
Taiwan several times for private
business. He said he never suggested he was trying to raise
money for the Democrats or any
candidate, never solicited contributions and never accepted or
arranged any donations from any
foreign source.
The revelation about Middleton's presence at the Clinton

meeting came as reporters pressed the White House for details
of executive mansion visits by
James Riady and Democratic
National Committee fund-raiser
John Huang, who worked for the
Riady family before going to
work at the Commerce Department and then joining the DNC
staff.
Clinton met with Riady and
Huang and Lindsey at the White
House In September 1995,
McCurry said.
He said that at the meeting,
Huang - then at the Commerce
Department - addressed Lindsey
about the possibility of Huang
moving to the DNC
According to McCurry, Lindsey said he would put Huang in
touch with the proper person in
order to initiate the possible
change to a new job. Huang be-

____________________

ATTENTION
STUDENTS
Due to Parent's weekend, a
student pick-up is in effect for
the Friday, Nov. 8 Hockey game
vs. Ferris State. Students may
pick up their tickets with a valid
Student ID starting on Monday,
Nov. 4 at 9:00 a.m. at the
memorial hall Ticket'Office.
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Preferred Properties
MANAGEMENT COMPANY
530 S. MAPLE ST.

352-9378

Leasing Summer & Fall
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchujoocl Place

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

All residents receive a membership to

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
(In door heated swimming pool, sauna. Hydra - Spa Whirlpool,
complete exercise equipment, complete locker room and
shower facilities.)

Alan K. Simpson (R*)
* Jncurnbarxa no* laeUng n aJecttM
AP/T Durand

Oregon and four Southern states
where Republicans had their
biggest hopes for picking up
seats. Democrats were looking
for their first Senate victory in
Wyoming in 20 years.
Elsewhere, veteran lawmakers
pleaded their case for another
term, Democrat John Kerry in
Massachusetts and Republicans
Larry Pressler In South Dakota
and Jesse Helms in North Carolina among them.

Republicans hold a 53-47
majority in the current Senate,
meaning that Democrats must
gain three seats for control, assuming Clinton is re-elected and
Vice President Al Gore is available to break a tie.
There were 34 races on the ballot, none more important than the
14 open seats, eight where Democrats chose to retire this year
and six where Republicans did
not run for re-election.

FACULTY
Continued from page One.

M
Wealthy Indonesian family linked to White House controversy s^ii^o1he
Fac^se^tew"
solution. Morrison said although
Pete YOSt
The Associated Press

Democratic seal
□ Republican seat

students wanted a vote in the
process, she is happy the Senate
is considering the proposal.
"The faculty in general are
very supportive of students,"
Morrison said. "But it's something that requires student in-

volvement"
Lunde said he believes students should have a say in recuiting faculty. He said he believes
the majority of the Senate agrees
with him that students should
have input, but they are hesitant
to act
"It's a mixed bag," Lunde said.
"The students should have a
say."

Win free tickets for the
Travis Tritt and Mary
Stewart Nov. 21st
concert at Savage Hall.

Here at the
Junction
Every Tuesday
night is Country
Night.
Plenty otroom for
boot skootin'
Music starts at 10 pm
NO COVER
Full Sunday Liquor Llcani*
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Himalayan trek
ends in tragedy
mound of snow as they slept.
Rescuers were unsure exactly
when they died, but they were
SEATTLE - Dr. Philip J. Fial- last seen alive Oct. 21.
kow moved with care In danger"The personal loss Is very
ous places, friends say, whether great for me," University of
he was considering becoming Washington President Richard
dean of a troubled medical school McCormlck said Sunday. "Duror planning a trip to the Hima- ing my initial year as president, I
layas.
relied especially heavily on Phil
He exercised that caution dur- as a guide, an adviser and simply
ing a mountain trek in Nepal a supremely wise and thoughtful
when a freak snowstorm left him human being."
slightly frostbitten. Flalkow sent
Fialkow, dean of the University
back most of his guides for a helicopter while he waited in camp of Washington medical school,
with his wife, Helen, and three was making his fourth trip to Nepal, an excursion friends said he
more men.
All these precautions could not had planned eagerly for a year.
save the Flalkows. The couple Fialkow's deputy. Dr. John B.
and their companions were killed Coombs, said the couple, both 62,
in their tent under a crushing approached their hikes with the
Tim Klass
The Associated Press

same care a physician would take
going into surgery.
"Phil and Helen's passion was
travel and learning more about
other cultures, and Nepal was a
place of great attraction to him,"
Coombs said.
The Flalkows, who had two
grown children, were making a
simple trek through the welltraveled low mountain forests on
their way to a Tibetan Buddhist
monastery.
The couple set out with 12 Nepalese assistants - four sherpas,
one cook, two kitchen aides and
five porters. Authorities in Nepal
said the group was caught by an
unusual October storm that
dumped up to 9 feet of snow on
the trails.

Sptnccr TlnyfllM AlMclale4 PIT■■

Workers carpet the stage on the lawn of the Old State House In downtown Little Rock Monday, In
preparation for President Clinton's election night rally.

Class-action suit brought against Texaco
Executive recorded racist comments which may be used against company
Jim Fitzgerald
The Associated Press

WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. - Every
six months or so, when Texaco
executives met to discuss the
finance department's minority
hiring practices, Richard Lundwall would slip a tiny tape recorder Into his jacket.
Lundwall didn't bother telling
his colleagues. He says he just
wanted to make sure the minutes
he kept were accurate.
But now that he has lost his job,
it may turn out that what he really had In his jacket was a smok-

ing gun.
He and other Texaco executives were caught on tape vilifying black employees as "niggers"
and "black jelly beans," mocking
a Kwanzaa celebration and discussing destroying documents
related to a $520 million racediscrimination suit, court papers
allege.
The suit is a class-action
brought on behalf of 1,500 black
employees of the oil company.
The employees claim they were
denied promotions and advancement opportunities because of their race.

produce any documents relevant
to the discrimination case, executives spoke frankly about
papers that should be hidden or
destroyed. Lundwall identified
the speakers on the tapes, according to court papers.
Discussing a collection of
documents on minority hiring, a
man identified as Robert Ulrich,
Texaco's treasurer and head of
the department, says: "There is
no point in even keeping the restricted version anymore. All it
could do is get us in trouble."
To which Lundwall replies,
"Let me shred this thing and any

Soon after a company consolidation cost Lundwall his job as
senior coordinator of personnel
services in Texaco's finance department, he went to the plaintiffs' attorneys with his collection of microcassettes.
The impact was Immediate. In
papers filed In federal court last
week, the plaintiffs asked for a
default judgment - that Is, a ruling against Texaco without benefit of a trial. A hearing is scheduled for Nov. 22.
The tapes, as transcribed in
court papers, show that in 1994,
after Texaco had been asked to

other restricted version like it."
A man identified as J. David
Keough, senior assistant treasurer, looks at a chart of women
and minorities and says: "If we
can't explain this thing, I mean, it
shouldn't be in there.... If It was a
favorable chart, you'd want to retain It."
Later, Ulrich says, "We're going to purge the [expletive] out of
these books, though We're not
going to have any damn thing
that ... we don't need to be in
them."
Ulrich, now retired, said Monday, "I'm sorry, I can't talk about

this." Keough did not immediately return a call to his home
In Bermuda.
Texaco Chairman Peter I. Bijur, addressing all employees by
satellite, called the revelations "a
sad day for Texaco."
If confirmed, "the rank insensltlvity ... offends me deeply," he
said. "I am sorry for our employees and both ashamed and
outraged that such a thing happened to our family."
A call to Lundwall's attorney,
Peter Gass, was not immediately
returned.

Want your face
to be
remembered?
Get your senior
portrait in the Key
Yearbook.
• LAST DAY • CALL NOW •
Call 372-8086 NOW!
Photos taken from 10 am - 1 pm and
2 pm - 6 pm in the Yearbook office,
28 West Hall. $6 Sitting Fee can be bursared.
•
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Arrest
ends in
soldier's Central Africa pays
suicide tribute to Bokassa

Ruthless dictator mourned

Clarence Roy-Macaulay
The Associated Press

FREETOWN, Sierra Leone - A
soldier killed himself while being
questioned about his alleged
complicity In a coup plot, the
army said Monday. The soldier's
father said he suspected his son
was tortured.
An army spokesman said Staff
Sgt. Lamin Kamara jumped from
the second floor while being
interrogated Oct. 30. He had been
arrested earlier that day.
Kamara's relatives doubted the
official account.
"If my son was not tortured
unbearably, why then did it take
four days for the body to be
shown to me?" asked his father,
Army Sgt. Maj. Alie Kamara.
"The family has demanded that
a post-mortem be performed to
determine the cause of death,
and the military has agreed that a
post-mortem will be performed
tomorrow," the father said Monday.
Information minister George
Banda Thomas said the death
would be investigated.
Ahmed Tejan Kabbah's civilian
government, which took over
from a military regime in March,
has been struggling to bring disgruntled soldiers into line, end a
civil war, and find housing for
the one-third of the nation's 4.5
million people who are without
homes.

Joseph Benamsee
The Associated Press

BANGUI, Central African
Republic - He was one of Africa's most ruthless dictators,
accused of killing and eating
those who dared criticize his
regime. But Central Africans
still mourned Jean-Bedel Bokassa, who the government
said Monday would be honored
with a state funeral.
Bokassa died Sunday evening of a heart attack at a clinic
in Bangui. He was 75, and had
been in poor health since suffering a brain hemorrhage in
October 1995.
When national radio made no
mention of the death, word
spread quickly and several
thousand mourners gathered
Monday outside the main hospital where Bokassa's body lay
in a morgue.
Some wept, and others sent
messages of condolence despite a tyrranlcal rule from
1966-79 that included the massacre of 100 children after they
complained about school uniforms they were required to
buy from his factory.
"This man played a very important role in the life of our
country- It's a sad moment for
us," said Abel Goumba, an opposition leader. "But I condemn, as I have always condemned, his monarchical management."
Government spokesman
Jean WlUibiro-Sacko said there

would be a state funeral, but
arrangements were incomplete
Monday.
The army lieutenant colonel
seized power on Jan. 1, 1966,
six years after the country won
independence from France. He
was ousted in a French-backed
coup in 1979 after a bizarre
rule that Included proclaiming
himself Emperor Bokassa I
three years earlier.
Bokassa made a fortune during his years in power by exploiting the country's mineral
resources, particularly its
diamond mines, while the living standard of his 3.4 million
subjects plummeted.
Bokassa embarrassed
French President Valery Giscard d'Estaing by declaring he
had given him diamonds. Giscard said he sold the diamonds
and gave the proceeds to charity, but the affair tainted the
French leader's image at home.
Long backed by France,
which had key interests in the
country's uranium trade, Bokassa found himself increasingly alienated by human
rights abuses.
These Included the 1979
slaughter of the schoolchildren
in Bangui's Ngaragba prison.
Reports of the massacre led to
international condemnation
and a cutoff of U.S. aid.
Later that year, while Bokassa was in Libya, he was ousted
in a bloodless coup by French
troops. They reinstated the
country's first president, Da-

Mlchacl UpchllirThe Aiioclatcd Prtll

Former Central African Emperor Jean-Bedel Bokassa presents his book during a news conference
near Paris In June 1987. Bokassa, accused of slaughtering and cannibalizing enemies of his regime,
died of a heart attack Sunday evening.
vld Dacko, who had himself
been tossed out by Bokassa.
"He treated Central Africans
like they were animals, like
dogs," Dacko said years later
in an interview.
A 1990 documentary about
Bokassa was narrated in part
by the late Michael Goldsmith,
an Associated Press foreign
correspondent who was arrested, beaten and imprisoned
for a month by Bokassa in 1977
while on assignment in Bangui.
Bokassa spent seven years in

exile in Ivory Coast and
France, living in luxury with 15
of his children outside Paris,
where he owned four chateaus,
a hotel, a villa and an executive
jet.
He returned to Central African Republic in 1987 expecting
to be welcomed. Instead, he
became the first deposed African chief of state to be publicly
tried on charges of murder,
torture and cannibalism.
In the three-month trial,
prosecutors claimed Bokassa's

old palace was filled with evidence of atrocities, including
the frozen body of a schoolteacher hanging on a freezer hook
and mounds of human flesh
prepared for roasting.
Bokassa's former cook testified that he prepared meals
with human flesh and watched
his boss eat them "with relish."
Other witnesses testified Bokassa enjoyed fooling visiting
foreign dignitaries by serving
up his opponents as roast beef.

Serbian president retains hold in politics
Mlsha Savlr.
The Associated Press

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia -Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic and his wife, who have
dominated Yugoslav politics for
the past decade and helped foment war in the Balkans, have
won parliamentary elections.
However, preliminary results
showed Monday that the united
democratic opposition did dent
Milosevic's hold on local posts,
with the capital, Belgrade, expected to get its first nonCommunist mayor since World
War II.
While the opposition complained of fraud, the U.S. Embassy in Belgrade said they "did not
see widespread irregularities"
except for "shortcomings of
voters' lists, questionable securi-

W"^

ty procedures ... and restrictions
on opposition party representatives in election commissions."
With over half the ballots
counted from Sunday's election
for the Yugoslav parliament, the
alliance uniting Milosevic's ruling Socialists with his wife Mirjana Markovic's neo-Communists
had 48 percent of the vote. The
four-party opposition coalition
Zajedno had 24 percent, the extreme nationalist Radical Party a
surprisingly strong 19 percent.
In the republic of Montenegro,
Serbia's only remaining partner
in Yugoslavia, the ruling former
Communist party also was leading the opposition for the federal
parliament's 138 seats.
Milosevic did not run himself,
but he needed to retain his
majority in the legislature to ensure he can hold on to power next

Campus Tanning
Special

In those contests, the demoyear, when his second term as
cratic coalition fared better than
Serbian president expires.
The constitution bars him from Milosevic's Socialists and his
a third term, but he can be wife's Marxist party, apparently
elected Yugoslav president by because the two parties ran sepathe federal assembly. Once rately.
there, he can get the legislature
Zoran Djindjic, a prominent
to change the constitution to opposition politician, nearly won
expand the powers of that now- outright as mayor of Belgrade.
symbolic post.
He faces a runoff election Nov.
His coalition may fall short of 17.
The local levels are not crucial,
the two-thirds majority needed
for such changes. But Milosevic but give the opposition a political
spokesman Ivica Dacic was upbeat, forecasting an "absolutely
absolute majority."
On Sunday, Montenegrins also
voted for their 71-seat parliament, where the ruling former
Communists had a comfortable
lead. Ballots also were cast for
municipal districts throughout
Serbia and the smaller Montenegro.

foothold it has lacked since Milosevic rose through the Communist ranks to take control of
Serbia in 1987.
The opposition also said many
voters in the central Serbian
town of Nis, a Milosevic stronghold, had switched allegiance. Nis
recently has seen unprecedented
worker unrest over unpaid or
tiny state wages and pensions, 50
percent unemployment and 100
percent inflation.

Milosevic profited from Balkan inclination to support the ruling leader and from aggressive
attacks on the opposition in his
state-run media.
Opposition leaders complained
of irregularities that they said
swung the election ~ the same
charges they leveled in the 1990
and 1992 elections.
Milosevic and the authorities
reject such charges.

$3.00 off
ANY package
352-7889
otter good thru November 8th

Wings
On'Ihe
Wind
CHECK OUT THE BGSU-TCX1 FALCON
SINGLE/DUAL FLYING KITE. .

We offer the Olympic Dove used in the opening
ceremony of the Summer Olympics.
We can repair your old kites.
Fulfilling all of your kite flying needs!
126 W. WoosterSt.
ph: 352-KITE(5483)
wowkites@wcnet.org
M-F3-8
Sat 11-5
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FOR COMMISSIONER
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Paid for by the Wood County Democratic Party; A.R. Baldwin, Chair., 336 S. Main St., Bowling Green, OH 43402.
Ph. 352-5299 or 666-2252.
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Europe ousts Communist leaders
Mark J. Porubcansky
The Associated Press
SOFIA, Bulgaria - People In
the poorest corner of Europe,
where communism was too entrenched to die easily, had a
chance this weekend to say yes
or no to the Communists' successors. Where they had a real
choice, they threw 'em out.
Elections Sunday in Romania,
Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, where
some 40 million people reside,
reinforced two points about politics in the post-Communist era:
■ People here, like elsewhere,
vote their pocketbooks. In
Romania and Bulgaria, voters
said plainly that their pocketbooks are empty and they're fed
up.
■ Disregard point No. 1 if the
rulers dominate the media during campaigns, like Russia's
Boris Yeltsin did this summer, or
strong-arm voters, as did Alban-

ian President Sail Berisha. On
Sunday, Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic proved he was
equally adept at using his advantage.
The wind of change that swept
through the musty corridors of
communist power in eastern and
central Europe seven years ago
this month ended as a feeble
breeze in Romania and Bulgaria.
Romania executed Communist
dictator Nicolae Ceausescu, but
replaced him with Ion Iliescu, a
former Communist minister who
preferred a go-slow approach to
painful market reforms. The
Communists' successors in Bulgaria have controlled six out of
seven governments since 1989.
Voters in the two poor Balkan
countries were most concerned
about hanging onto the relatively
little they had - until Sunday.
In Romania, they rejected
Iliescu's Social Democracy
Party, and served notice on the

66-year-old president he will
have to fight for his political life
in a Nov. 17 runoff with university professor Emil Constantlnescu.
The only race in Bulgaria was
for the largely ceremonial presidency. But with the country's
economy plunging, it became a
referendum on Premier Zhan Videnov's Socialists.
Governments in both countries
allowed a few people, including
officials and their friends, to get
very rich in the transition.
Neither could ensure that vast
numbers of people wouldn't suffer with falling living standards.
In Sofia, criminal bands use
bullets and bombs to fight for
turf. Meanwhile, the country
can't even guarantee enough
food for the winter.
Both President-elect Petar
Stoyanov and his defeated Socialist rival, Ivan Marazov, said securing winter supplies would be

a top priority. On Monday, De- Koseva said the winter "could
puty Premier Rumen Gechev hardly be any worse" than condiwent to Brussels to meet tions now.
European Union officials and
Emil Hurezeanu, a Romanian
discuss ways of ensuring that journalist, writer and poet, said
Bulgaria had enough grain for the vote "reflects the total politithe winter.
cal and economic stagnation in
Romania."
The mood seems at odds with
"The vote reflects the countries
farther north. Former
Communists now run Poland and
total political and
where voters who
economic stagnation Hungary,
kicked the Communists out a few
years back have opted for expein Romania."
rienced government.
The Czechs' conservative
Emil Hurezeanu prime minister, Vaclav Klaus,
Romanian poet barely has managed to buck the
trend. While former Communists
hardly register In Czech politics.
There already were sporadic Social Democrats made a strong
bread shortages over the sum- showing in elections this summer
mer. Asked about the coming because Klaus' reforms have
season as she was minding a dis- made a few people wealthy while
play of needlework on a street in many others struggle. Klaus now
Plovdiv, Bulgaria's second- presides over a minority
largest city, retiree Dzena government.

Milosevic is another politician
who bucks trends, in a different
way. When Communists were being thrown out all over the region, he transformed himself Into
a nationalist and helped Instigate
wars in Croatia and Bosnia.
On Sunday, he teamed up with
his wife Mlrjana Markovlc, an
unrepentant Communist, to win
parliamentary elections.
Following the disastrous wars
that led to international sanctions, Milosevic appeared to be a
prime target for an angry populace voting its empty pocketbook.
But that's where rule No. 2
comes in. Milosevic always has
controlled Serbian TV, the main
source of news for most Yugoslavs, and he has extended his grip
to most newspapers.
As in previous elections, he
used it to influence the vote and there was little his opponents could do.
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kansas.
He noted Dole's Senate opposition to the family leave law and
said his Republican opponent
wanted to abolish the Education
Department and enact a "risky
scheme" to cut taxes that Clinton
said would Imperil Medicare.
"Seize the day to keep your
country moving in the right
direction," Clinton said in urging
supporters to get to the polls
Tuesday. "I have done all I can
do. It is In your corner now."
Dole, at 73, likely was asking
for votes for the last time, too,
win or lose, closing out a political
career that Included 35 years in
Congress, and a record 12 years
as the Senate Republican leader.
"I need your votes," Dole told a
crowd in New Mexico as he raced
through four time zones and six
states in a final push that was
ending at noon Tuesday back
home In Russell, Kan. "There's
still time," he said.
Even many of Dole's most loyal
campaign aides weren't sure of
that. A dozen states were considered tossups in the presidential race. But even if he won
all of them, Dole would need to
upset Clinton in California or in
several Midwest states to win.
Louisiana went Clinton's way
four years ago, and Dole made an
election-eve pitch for a change of
direction. "If anybody here voted
for BUI Clinton, this Is a chance
to redeem yourself," Dole said.
"I believe in redemption."
The race tightened somewhat
In the final days as Dole raised
questions about Clinton's role in
questionable Democratic Party
fund-raising from foreign interests. So he hammered that theme
to the end.
"I will not compromise ethics
or violate the public trust," Dole
said, keeping his remarks to a
few minutes at each stop because
of a failing voice. "If you want a
full-time president who wont be
going to hearings or trials or anything else, Bob Dole Is your
choice."
Perot was running a distant
third everywhere, and appeared
unlikely to match the 19 percent
of the vote he received in 1992.
His message echoed Dole's but
didn't necessarily help the GOP
challenger, who cant afford to
lose anti-Clinton votes to Perot.
"Our president, his wife and a
number of associates face serious criminal charges," Perot told
a Texas audience. "Would you allow a person with pending criminal charges to babysit your children?"
It was unclear whether Perot
was referring to the recent reports of questionable fundraising or the Whitewater investigation into business and political dealings when Clinton was
Arkansas governor. But there
are no pending criminal charges
against either the president or
his wife.
While the refrains from the
White House hopefuls were familiar, election eve brought a
sense of urgency to the delivery.
It was much the same In hardfought congressional contests.
Former President Jimmy Carter was on hand to help Gantt
drum up turnout - the goal of
candidates everywhere at the
end.
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BG volleyball's Crumley
has played through pain
William Sanderson
The BC News
The worst fear of any athlete is
an injury. Injury that may not
only Jeopardize their future in
their sport, but effect their
health after their playing days.
For Bowling Green volleyball's
outside hitter Shayne Crumley,
these fears have been overcome.
Two summers ago, Crumley injured one of her already sensitive knees at a summer volleyball
camp. Crumley played through
the pain during the 1995 season.
She had surgery In January, and
missed most of spring practice.
Crumley has endured the pain
this season to appear in all of
Bowling Green's matches. Going
into the final three matches of
the season, Crumley has 288 digs
in her defensive role, as well as
contributing to the offense with
j.62 kills and 48 total blocks.
"It [the knee injury] has definitely hampered my career,"
said Crumley. "It's very frustrating, getting to the end of the
season, you want to be in the
prime of your career and injuries
make it so you can't jump high
enough or move fast enough. Of
course it's going to be frustrating. You have to stay positive and
deal with it."
"Shayne has been an extremely
hard worker and competitor,"
coach Denise Van De Walle said.
"I feel badly for her that she has
had to play with knee injuries her
whole career. Right now she's
playing through pain."
Crumley, a senior co-captain,
played her final two matches at
Anderson Arena over the weekend. With only three matches
left, Crumley will bring a solid
collegiate career to a close.
"It seems like the whole career

has flown by," Crumley said. "I
can't believe It. People
said it would go fast, but I didn't
realize it would go that fast.
"I've enjoyed it all and I'm
thankful that I've had the opportunity to play for four years here.
I think my body is ready. I'll miss
the competitiveness of Division I
volleyball."

past. Coming new into the program is a little frustrating. We
want to see them succeed also."
Although this season has been
difficult, Crumley sees a light at
the end of the tunnel. Even before the Falcons' victories
against Central and Eastern
Michigan last weekend, Crumley
projected a turnaround.

"Their experience from this
year will carry over to next
year," Crumley said. "They will
continue the winning tradition
next year."
The memories she will take
away from BG will largely involve her teammates and the
trips they have made together
Denise Van De Walle rather than any match or achievement, she said.
BC volleyball coach
"I'll definitely remember the
friendships I've made. That's one
Through her time with the Fal- of the biggest things. These girls
cons, Crumley has played a most- are special to me," Crumley said.
ly defensive role. She currently "The coach [Van De Walle] is a
has 730 career digs, with only 127 very special person. It's the rereception errors. Offensively, lationships that I'll remember."
her kills totals have improved Crumley came to BG from Forest
every year. This year she is Hills Central High School In Ada,
already 37 over last year's total.
Mich. There, she starred in basThat gives her career totals of ketball as well as volleyball with
426 kills, 730 digs and 116 total the Rangers. Crumley was a third
blocks going into the final three team all-state player in her
matches.
senior year, as well as an allconference, all-area and allIt has been a rebuilding year region selection. She also helped
for the Falcons. As a team co- the Rangers to a league and discaptain, the team's lack of suc- trict title In her junior year.
cess has weighed heavily on her.
"Well, since we're so used to a
She has made Dean's List, and
winning tradition, not being one is a two-time MAC Commisof the top four teams is a frus- sioner's Award recipient.
trating and very different feelIn a time where the student
ing," Crumley said. "It's also portion of student-athlete somevery frustrating because we times gets overlooked, Crumley
have so many new people, for has been an exception An educathem not to be able to experience tion major, Crumley has 3.72
what we've experienced in the GPA entering the fall semester.

"Shayne has been an
extremely hard
worker and
competitor."

HM<U K«t»;a«kl Tk* BG Nm

BG'f Shayne Crumley (10) powers a ball through an Eastern Michigan defender in BG's four set victory.

Falcons sliding into season abyss
Falcon football coach Gary
Blackney was philosophical
when speaking about the team
Monday during his weekly press
conference. The Falcons are
fresh off two losses against programs - Ohio and Akron - which
they have owned over the past
several years.
Bowling Green stands 4-5 on
the season and 3-4 in the MidAmerican Conference following
Saturday's 21-14 loss to Akron.
BG takes on Western Michigan
this Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
home finale before closing out
the season at Central Florida
next week.
Blackney talked about the past
two seasons as a whole and the
trials that this team has gone

FOOTBALL

NOTEBOOK
Scott Brown
BG News
Sports Editor

&
through. After a ho-hum 5-6 record last year, the Falcons are
spiraling towards the same type
of mediocre finish in 1996.
The coach talked again about a
near-forbidden subject in the
BGSU athletic department: the
famed season finale In 1994 when

TONIGHT AT THE

onosr

the Falcons were upset by Central Michigan and had a bid in the
•94 Las Vegas Bowl whisked
away.
Blackney Indicated Monday
that the game may have whisked
away even more than that.
"Up until that last game
against Central Michigan, we
Just knew that we weren't going
to lose," Blackney said "That
Central Michigan game, no matter what anybody says, changed
the whole psyche of our football
team.
"Somehow, we have to get back
to that mindset where whatever
happens in the game, we aren't
going to lose. Our kids aren't
playing like that right now."
Since that loss to Central Mich-

igan, BG has a 9-11 record. Previous to that game, the Falcons
were 27-7-2 since 1991 under
Blackney.

"Up until that last
game against Central
Michigan, we just
knew that we weren't
going to lose."
Gary Blackney
BC football coach
"We need to learn how to finish," Blackney said. "We haven't

closed the transaction since
Toledo. I think that comes from
confidence... confidence in yourself, confidence in the defense,
confidence in the offense....
"Go back to *91 and '92, It didn't
matter as long as [former quarterback]Eric White had the football and we were within a score.
That's confidence. The same
thing happened in '94."
Niemet will practice today
The return of quarterback Bob
Niemet could foster some of that
confidence that Blackney spoke
of. Niemet, out since the Ball
State game Oct. 19 with a dislocated shoulder, threw the ball in
drills late last week and is ex-

pected to practice with the team
today.
"He's anxious, he's excited,"
Blackney said. "With all due respect to [current quarterback]
Mark Molk, I'm excited too."
Niemet is at least a full week
ahead of schedule than what the
Falcons had originally planned.
BG had been planning on having
Molk at quarterback the rest of
the season.
Even the return of Niemet
wouldn't completely solve the
myriad of problems plaguing the
offense.
Blackney said that he hopes to
have a decision as to who will
start at quarterback against
Western Michigan by Wednesday
evening.

'Iotedo's Italian
Restaurant

The Bowl-N-Greenery
TIJUANA TUESDAY!
make alt you can tat tocos drfajitas, also including soup &
salad bar, potato bar andbeverages
And...

"We're also serving our own

Seven Layer Salad!

$ I"hi7;?fm

**5.30

tHours: 4:30- 7:00pm

i

&«OXCOOOCOC-:CCCKX>>>XOCOXCC->:->

The Pheasant Room
New York Strip Steak
Dinner
your dinner includes an Sot 9{ew york.Strip cooked to your \
specification, tossed salad, potato, dinner rolls, & butter.

I

^7.95

Other sandwiches &
dinners atwausavailable

"Hours: 4:30 - 7:00pm

Meat Card Accepted 4:30 - 7:00 pm
•Big Charge Accepted 11:30am - 1:30pm dr 4:30 ■ 7:00pm

This gilt certificate entitles you to $5 toward the purchase of $20.00 o> mote Otter
valid anytime deal Italian or Mexican tood at Dominic s A Carhta's. or your Italian
tavonies al Dormnc'$. En/oya tun. come as you are atmosphere' Valid at
Oorwvcs or Donnruc's * CarMa's Not vahd with other special otters Must mchxle
$10 in hod CerMicala expires 4/303?
y2121

S. Reynolds 381-8822 • 4709 Douglas 471-1212
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Bengals respond to Coslet Brumfield on
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Whether it's
the coach or merely coincidence,
the Cincinnati Bengals have
played their two grittiest games
of the season under Bruce Coslet.
The Bengals remained unbeaten under Coslet by rallying
from an 18-point deficit to beat
the Baltimore Ravens 24-21 Sunday. Cincinnati trailed 21-3 at
half lime, when Coslet lit into his
players.
The tough talk produced the
Bengals' biggest come-frombehind victory on the road in
franchise history.
"Bruce challenged our manhood at halftime," offensive
tackle Joe Walter said. "He said,
'Are you men or are you boys?""
Coslet did something similar at
halftime of his coaching debut
Oct. 27 and watched the Bengals
score 21 points in the fourth
quarter for a 28-21 victory over
Jacksonville.
The Bengals are only 3-6 overall but 2-0 under Coslet, who has
taken a much sterner approach
that Dave Shula and gotten results.
"If some of their deficiencies
need to be pointed out to them in
front of everybody else, then I'll
do that," Coslet said Monday.
"That's really all we did in the
locker room, and they responded.
"Each guy responds differently when you're in a group situation like that. That turns some
people off and that turns some
people on. By and large, it turned

Dan Wilkinson
Bengals' defensive tackle
However, Shula was more
even-tempered and less prone to
criticize his players. Coslet does
not shy away from saying what's
on his mind.
"I've just kind of tried to be
myself," Coslet said. "If I see
something that needs to be fixed,
I'll mention it I'll pull a guy aside
quietly or yell at him in front of
the team. It depends on how I
think it's best to handle it"
So far, the Bengals have taken
to his approach. Instead of playing teams close and then folding
at the end, as they did under
Shula, they're playing their best
in the second half under Coslet.

Kemerer named MAC player of the week
Freshman volleyball player Lori Kemerer has been named the
Mid-American Conference Player of the Week. Kemerer's contributions were key in BG's wins over Central and Eastern Michigan.
Kemerer is a middle/right-side hitter from Antwerp, Ohio.
Kemerer posted a combined hitting percentage of .397 in the
Falcons' wins over Central Michigan (15-4, 15-6, 15-12) and
Eastern Michigan (15-5, 15-5, 14-16, 15-13) last weekend. In the
win over CMU on Friday, Kemerer hit 364 (10 kills, 2 errors, 22
total attempts) while recording 13 digs and five blocks. She hit
.417 (18-3-36) with 13 digs and four blocks in the victory over
EMU Saturday.
On the weekend, Kemerer posted a total of 28 kills,'averaging
4.00 kills per game. She also averaged 3.71 digs and 1.29 blocks
per game.
I ■■ ■ CLIP a SAVE ■■■■■■■■■■■ I
OFFICIAL
WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY

SAMPLE BALLOT

Democratic
Party

For The Ohio General Election - Tues., Nov. S, 1996
6:30 ».m. - 7:30 p.m.

w

iy*4umlr4 To
"hUtgrity, Sinitt
andihr Public Trvil"

YOU MAY LEGALLY TAKE THIS
SAMPLE BALLOT WITH YOU
INTO THE POLLS WHEN YOU VOTE!

WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY ENDORSED CANDIDATES

FOR VS. PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT

•

BILL CLINTON / AL GORE
VS. CONGRESS (5th DISTRICT)

•
•

MARCY KAPTUR

•
•

JAN. I. I997TERM

OHIO SUPREME COURT JUSTICES

PETER M. SIKORA
JAN. 2. I997TERM

MARIANNA BROWN BETTMAN
OHIO COURT OF APPEALS JUDGES

Are Steelers best in AFC?
Alan Robinson
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH - The Buffalo
Bills once were all the rage, and
the Kansas City Chiefs later became the trendy pick to win the
APC.
The Denver Broncos' bandwagon picks up more momentum
with every John Elway fourthquarter comeback.
Yet the Pittsburgh Steelers
find themselves wondering, with
apologies to the Pirates for stealing their short-lived rallying cry
of last summer: Why Not Us?
The Steelers' 7-2 start matches
the franchise's best since they
last won the Super Bowl in the
1979 season. They've won seven
of their last eight. They are 30-11
In the regular season since 1994,
with seven games left.
Jerome Bettis is threatening to
win the NFL rushing title, and the
defense, even without Greg
Lloyd, might be an improved
version of Blitzburgh. The
offensive line is unrivaled outside of the Dallas city limits.
So why, the Steelers found
themselves wondering after
dismantling the St. Louis Rams
42-6 Sunday, do so many around
the NFL seem to summarily dis-

miss their chances of repeating
as AFC champions?
"Our best game is still ahead of
us," said Brentson Buckner, who
had one of Pittsburgh's six sacks
of St. Louis rookie Tony Banks.
"We were close [Sunday], but
we're not there yet. And I know I
want to be here when this team
plays its best game."
The Steelers' fifth consecutive
home victory this season - they
are 9-0 at Three Rivers since October 199S - opened a two-game
lead over Houston (5-4) in the
AFC Central. The Oilers have lost
two straight since beating Pittsburgh 23-13 in the Astrodome on
Oct. 20.
Pittsburgh also has a favorable
schedule as its nears its fifth
consecutive playoff appearance
under coach Bill Cowher, who
has reached the 50- win mark faster than all but seven coaches in
NFL history.
The Steelers play Cincinnati
(3-6) and Jacksonville (3-6) the
next two weeks, followed by
Miami (4-5) and Baltimore (3-6).
They dont play a winning-record
team again until consecutive
home games in December
against San Diego (5-4) and San
Francisco (7-2).
"It's special what we've got go-

Howard's ClubH

ing on around here," said Bettis,
who needs 47 yards to become
only the Steelers' second
1,000-yard rusher since Franco
Harris. "Winning has created an
aura around here."
Especially in January, when
the icy winds blow off the Three
Rivers and the Steelers' wellfueled fans give Pittsburgh a
true home-field advantage in the
playoffs.
"B-r-r-r," Bettis said. "I don't
know too many teams that want
to come in here in January. I
know I wouldn't."
But, as Cowher cautioned, the
Steelers will never get the rec-

G

ognition they seek or the respect
they seemingly require until they
win the Super Bowl.
They have won at least 11
games all but once in seasons
since Cowher took over In 1992,
but they have yet to win even one
Super Bowl to go with the four achieved under coach Chuck Noll
from 1974-79.
"The common denominator Is
championships, and if I'm going
to be put into that mold, I guess
there's something else I've got to
do - and that we have to do as a
team," Cowher said.

THE BG NEWS/ WBGU SPORTS

Steve
Klein

FALCON ATHLETES
OF THE WEEK

Wmf^fL

Senior
Soccer

*■*

Nashville. Ten.
Brenfwood

Tk

.^L

m

Jessica
LaFene
Sophomore
Cross Country
Sandusky
Sandusk\' HS.

HS.
Klein had one of the besi weeks of
his career as BG clinched its firstever outright regular season MAC
title. He had six goals and three
assists in three games, including a
hat trick against WMU.

LaFene captured second place
individually at the MAC Championships in Muncie. lnd. as the Falcon
women won their second straight
conference title.

HONORABLE MENTION: Scot! Vallow. soccer: Joe Burch. soccer: Damroti Hamilton,
football: Lori Kemerer, volleyball: Renee Straycr. crow country. Laura Hall. crow country.
THE FALCON ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
is a jo<nt venture ot The BG News and WBGU
Sports, the students' guides to BGSU athletics

WBGU
FM-88.1

MELVIN L. RESNICK
FEB. 10. 1997 TERM

JAMES R. SHERCK
CHRIS REDFERN
OHIO HOUSE (4th DISTRICT)

•

"Our attitude has been ad- against a pair of teams with losjusted," defensive tackle Dan ing records the last two weeks;
Wilkinson said. "We really think the next two opponents are Pittswe have a chance no matter burgh (7-2) and Buffalo (6-3).
"We can't stand to get off to
what."
While the two second-half bad starts like this in a game and
comebacks have brought the continue to come back," Coslet
team together, the two poor first said. "Probabilities catch up with
halves have concerned Coslet. you pretty quick. It's nice that we
The Bengals were able to rally have a never-say-die attitude."

BALTIMORE - Scott Brumfield is regaining strength and
motion in his legs, and the
Cincinnati Bengals lineman
could return home this week.
However, his doctor said
Monday it is too early to tell if
the 26-year-old guard would
ever play football again.
"We're guardedly optimistic
about his prognosis," said Andrew Pollak, an orthopedic
trauma surgeon at the University of Maryland's Shock
Trauma Center.
Brumfield sustained a concussion of the spinal cord In
his neck when he collided with
teammate Tony McGee during
Sunday's game against the
Baltimore Ravens.
X-rays and magnetic resonance imaging scans did not
show damage to the bones or
ligaments in the spine.
Pollak said Brumfield, who
was listed in fair but stable
condition, was being treated
with drugs and his condition
was improving.
Brumfield's wife, Jodi, and
mother, Carol Brumfield,
were at his bedside Monday.
Both flew to Baltimore after
the injury. Jodi Brumfield was
watching the game at home in
Cincinnati when her husband

was injured.
Carol Brumfield said her
son was in good spirits Monday.
"You want to encourage
them with their lifelong
dreams but you always worry
about something like this happening," she said. "But you
have to support them."
Brumfield was able to move
his arms and was slowly regaining strength and movement in his hands and legs.
When he was brought in Sunday, he was able only to wiggle
his toes and was experiencing
weakness in his hands.
"Every couple of hours we
go back and examine him and
he's better than before," Pollak said.
Pollak, a team physician for
the Ravens, said it was difficult to say how quickly Brumfield would progress, but it
was possible he could return
to Cincinnati in 24 to 48 hours.
He did not know if he would be
treated in a hospital or on an
outpatient basis.
Bengals trainer Paul Sparling said Monday the lineman
was tentatively scheduled to
return to Cincinnati on
Wednesday.
Brumfield was carried from
the field on a stretcher during
the third quarter.

(6lh DISTRICT)
FEB 9. 1997 TERM

OHIO SENATE (2nd DISTRICT)

•

APpkole
Bengals quarterback Jeff Blake (8) eludes Baltimore's Donny Brady
(24) ID Cincinnati's 24-21 come from behind victory. The win marks
the Bengals' second consecutive win under Coslet.

ANNIE SAUNDERS
VS. CONGRESS (9th DISTRICT)

•
•

The Associated Press

"We really think we
have a chance to win
no matter what."

SPORTS BRIEFS

Wood
County

recovery track

most of them on and they got it
done. We played a lot better. It
looked like night and day, really."
Shula, who went 19-52 in fourplus seasons, also got at least one
good result with a tough halftime
talk. He tore into his players at
halftime of their final game last
season, and they matched the
franchise record by overcoming
a 21-point deficit for a 27-24 victory over Minnesota at Riverfront Stadium.

ANTONIO C. YAP

Hey Students!

LEARN TO ICE SKATE THIS
SEMESTER!
Register Today for a
One Credit Hour
Co-Ed Ice Skating Class

WOOD COUNTY COMMISSIONER

•
•

JAN 2. 1997 TERM

BRUCE D. PURDY
JAN 1. 1997 TERM

9:00-9:50 am-

ALVIN L. PERKINS

10:00-10:50 am- Bate Skating

WOOD COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

•

JOHN D. GARAND
WOOD COUNTY RECORDER

•

SUE KINDER
WOOD COUNTY TREASURER

•

Monday /Wednesday

MARLENE NORTON

Pi«J lor by Wood County Democratic Party, A R Baldwin. Chan. 336 S Mam St..
Bowling Green. OH 43402. Pn 352-5299 or 660-2252

Bosk Skating

Tuesdoy/Thyrsdoy
9:00-9:50 om-

Figure Skatng

1000-10:50 am- Bate Skating

11:00-11:50 am- Bate Skating

11.00-11 50 om - Figure Skating

12:00-12:50 am- Figum Skating

12.00-12:50 am- Base Skating

1:00-1:50 am-

1:00- 1:50am-

Batic Hocluy

Adwucad Hcclcay

Sonw of that* class., are not titled in Itw BGSU Clatt SchaduU Book.
Hovrevac, m«y ore all currently available and are listed on *• WEB
(class sections are also on the WEB under PEG).
Ranks! skokss of all sizes are available.
Don't mist this chance to Warn to skate. Enroll todayl
For more information, please col 372-8521

r
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Jeter wins AL Rookie of the Year
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Derek Jeter,
who began the season as the second-most publicized shortstop in
New York and blossomed into
one of baseball's best young
players, unanimously won the AL
Rookie of the Year award Monday.
Jeter batted .314 with 10 home
runs and 78 RBIs, then helped the
Yankees win the World Series
just four months after his 22nd
birthday.
Jeter was the eighth Yankees
player to win the award - including shortstops Tony Kubek and
Tom Tresh - and first since Dave
Righetti in 1961. He received all
28 first-place votes and 140
points in balloting by the Baseball Writers' Association of
America.
Chicago White Sox pitcher
James Baldwin, who went 11-6,

got 19 second-place votes and 64
points. Detroit first baseman
Tony Clark, who hit 27 home
runs, was third with six secondplace votes and 64 points.
Jeter was the fifth unanimous
choice for the award and the first
since California outfielder Tim
Salmon in 1993.
Voting was completed at the
end of the regular season. That
was before Jeter hit that startling home run caught by a
12-year-old boy in the AL
playoffs and before his RBI
single against Greg Maddux
keyed New York's win over Atlanta in the clinching Game 6 of
the Series.
Jeter, the sixth player picked
in the 1992 draft, briefly appeared for the Yankees in 1995.
He earned the starting job this
spring, although fancy-fielding
Mets shortstop Rey Ordonez attracted more attention than Jeter

at the start of the year.
But Jeter helped steady a position that had been in flux for the
Yankees for several seasons. He
became their sixth different
opening-day shortstop in six
years - following Tony Fernandez, Mike Gallego, Spike Owen,
Randy Velarde and Alvaro
Espinoza ~ and quickly established himself.
On opening day in Cleveland, in
just his 16th major league game,
he showed off his many talents.
He hit a home run off Dennis
Martinez and also made a running, over-the-shoulder catch in
the outfield, a play that became
his trademark in the field.
By the end of the season, he
had played 1S7 games, the most
by a Yankees shortstop since
Bucky Dent in 1977. He also became the first No. 1 pick of the
Yankees to make an impact with
the team since Thurman Munson.

APfkMt
New York Yankees' Derek Jeter takes a cut against the Baltimore Orioles In the ninth Inning at Camden
Yards, Jeter was unanimously voted the AL Rookie of the Year.

Manley released from
pen on good behavior
The Associated Press
HUNTSVILLE, Texas - Dexter
Manley walked out of prison
Monday and hopped into a black
Mercedes, freed on parole after
serving nearly 15 months of a
four-year term for cocaine possession.
"I'm OK," the former Washington Redskins star said after heading down a stairway outside the
Walls Unit of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice and
hugging his girlfriend. "It's been
a soul searching. The only thing I
can say is don't judge me by what
I say, judge me by my actions."

Manley won parole for good
behavior. He had pleaded guilty
to two counts of cocaine possession after repeated suspensions
from football and arrests for illegal drug use. His last arrest, in
1995 in his native Houston, got
him tossed behind bars.
Manley emerged from the
prison with 105 other freed inmates and was dressed in a lightblue, short-sleeve shirt and gray
pants. He had expressed fears
earlier about what the prison
system, which issues clothing to
released inmates, might give
him.
His attorney, Paula Asher,

along with his girlfriend, brought
him a change of clothes, including a garment in a Neiman Marcus bag, and he quickly slipped
into a nearby building. He came
out a few minutes later wearing a
white shirt, red sleeveless
sweater and jeans. Then they all
got into a Mercedes and headed
for Houston, about 90 miles to the
south.
Among conditions of his parole
is substance abuse treatment,
frequent contact with his parole
officer, urinalysis to detect drug
use, a ban on alcohol and attendance at support group meetings.

f II T*

OUR CHILDREN SIT HERE

«£•

OUR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
SITS HERE
The State of Ohio has spent over $112 million on plush
furnishings for the state legislators.
School buildings throughout Ohio, including
Wood County, are badly in need of money to
make them fit for our children — but they go wanting.
Dr. Tony Yap will vote against this wasteful spending
that our legislator supports.

Commissioner Alvin Perkins
* Believes County Government is not a
one man operation.
■k Always Responsive to citizens concerns.
A Believes in a Spirit of Co-operation in
County Government.
•k Dedicated to an Open-Door Policy in the
County Commissioners Office.

Dr. Tony Yap will put the needs of our children first.
* Perrysburg Junior High School

Dr. Tony Yap
for
State Representative
People not Politics

RE-ELECT

PERKINS
COMMISSIONER
PakJ lex Dy Citizens lor Perkins Thomas O Warns. Susan L Wynn, Larry Studer; Co Chairs . 602 E. Gypsy Lane Rd , Bowling Green,
OH 43402

P«id for dilute tor Yaf> Coamillni Dr. Muiutl de I. S.™., Ckilraaa, 251*5 W«l Rlnr Hold. Perrjaours. Ohio 4J551.
M
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BROADCAST STATIONS
NawaE

Young and the Restless |Bold t g.

As the World Turns 5

Guiding Light [In Sleieo) OpnH WWiey X

News I

TheCtlyX til My Children 3

One me to In* I

General HosprUI I

Days ol Our Lives B

ilLile

©

Another World .'I

nstruction*! Programming

Cosby

Blossom jr. Bevwstch (in Slereo) I

Quilting

Bill Nye

Creatures

Painting

Gourmet

Sewing

Sesame Street (R| X

Paid Prog

Meoaatsn

Gargoyles

Eek!

Batman

Entertainment Theatre

Wall Street

Quack

Flintatones The Mask

r««:,-*td

Copeland

Midday

Paid Prog.

GoodT.

Wi.hbon«
Magic Bus

Bill Nye

nstructional
Dating

LbS» News

Rosie 0 Donnell X

Beetleborg Rangers

Montel Williams I
S-nditgo

BeVrwy

Sandiego

Wishbone

News-Lehrer

Quack

Simpsons

Home Imp.

News

Day* Dale

Monkeys

News special

election Returns (in stereo Lrve) X

Election Returns

News Specie! "Election Returns" (In Stereo Lrve) I

Election Returns

Election Returns

News Special:' Eiecton Returns" (In Slereo Lrve) 1
Newi-Lehrtf
Ntws-Lehrer

Election Returns

Election Returns

Creatures
Mad-Vou

rtevrs-Lehrer

Home Imp. Movie:«« -Beethoven" (1992) Charles Groom. I

Slat Trek: Peep Space 9

Court TV

Richard Bey

Moeaha X iHomeboys iMoesha I I Sparks X

Sporta

ISantord

CABLE STATIONS
Politically Daily Show Soap X
Saturday Night Live X
|Whose?
COM Kids In Hall |UHman
Games
Sports
Destination Extreme
Love-Baseball
ESPN Sporlscenter (R)
1
iMovte:** '"Tremors//Aftershoc*s"(l996) I
Y'Oatty Duck's Movie Firlastc IslantT
HBO Movie:
SC

Politically Incorrect (R)

NBA Today Up Close

NFLGreat |NFLs Greatest

Movie:.« The Scout" (1994) Albert Brooks I

| Politically Incorrect (R) {Indecision'96-Aoandi

[Sporlscenter

NBA Preview (R)

More and Las Levine

LouHoltj

Mysteries

iMonslers

Gallery

Galactica 1960

Bionk Woman

Sii Million Dollar Man

Nightmare Caie

Twilight Zone!

USA Live

juSALive

USA Uve-Love

USA Live

Wanted

Wings X

Renegade "Chartie" I

Movie: ••• "First Blood'(1982) Sylvester StaLone

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977
CAMPUS EVENTS
BOSEA
Artenoon Educason Majors:
Coma hew ■ tat year teacher spaak about his
experiences in the classroom. Tuesday Nov. S
at9pman ttSEducation.
CALL NOW!!
Senior Pictures are Now Being Taken
Call 3 '2 8066 to schedule
your sitting. Pictures are being taken
dairy 1 Oam-1 pm and 2pm ■ Bpm The $6
lee can be charged through the bursar
Portraits are taken al the yearbook
office. 28 West Hell.

CALLTOOAYIII
Register (or Facts a Faces
Recleve a Certificate worn
The American Red Croee
learn updates on HIV/ACS
Thca Friday. Nov. 8th tp-Sp
call 372-9355 to regieler.
College Republicans
TONIGHT
112BA9pm
Criminal Justice Organization Mlg.
Guest Speaker: Charles Moffitt
IromrheDEA
Wed Nov 6 Rm 1010 BA 4:30pm
Everyone welcomel
Of. Abdul Alkallmet. Director o! Atncana Studies. University ol Toledo, will speak on 'Multtcutlurallsm and the RACE WAR In the Disunited Statee,' Thursday. November 7th. at
300pm in Room IIS Education Building
Sponsored by rhe Department ol Ethnic Studiee.
OETTHESCOOPI
NOVEMBER (TH
VrTvjt stands out on a resume?'
Supen ntendant ol BG schools
Buy your portfolio pages
Interviewing, hiring, porttoiioc
3rd) ft. Union, Town Room
Nov »th, 9 00pm
HEYUAA"!
GENERAL MEETtvG
This Tuesday. 9pm
Room! 15 BA
Al are welcome1
Officer positions available'

LIVE ELECTION COVE RAGE

BG 24 NEWS!!!
Updalee at: sp, • 45p, lOp, 12.
TONIGHT ON CHANNEL 24

|USA Live

Please help our local schools by saving your
General Mils BOX TOPS FOR EDUCATION.
Local schools veil receive funding lor each
BOX TOP coilecsed Examples: Till. Chaanos.
Wheaoea please place Ihe box tops m envelopes sound across and orl-campua Thank
youl From IPC102.
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRArrS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
CALL 372-8086 NOW TO SCHEDULE
YOUR SITTING IN 28 WEST HALL.
SPADES TOURNAMENT
Wed. Nov 20730pm
Olt Campus Student Canter
(5 per team - Bursarable
2 people par team
Prizes awarded to top 3 fame
Sign Up inlheUAOottice. 330 Union
Last day to aign-up ia 11/14
Sponsored by UAO A Off-Campus Student
Center. For more into cal 2-7164.
VOTE
VOTE CUtlTOrMJORE TOOAY
Where? University Booketore
Whan? Until 7:30pm

SERVICES OFFERED
Aniloue about speaking In public or In the
claaaroom? Brief workshops offered free
through the Psych. Services Center. Call
372-2540 to sign up.
FREE CELLULAR PHONE
FREE WEEKEND CALLING
FREE LONG DISTANCE
Free call wailng 30 mm. par mo.
American Cellular - Air Touch Cellular
CM Tadek 419-358-2005
Pregnant?
Free pregnancy tests. Confidential and caring.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy center.

PERSONALS

| Top Cops

|WingsX

Bobcats

aiACancun A Jamaica Spring Break Speoalsi
7 nights air & hotel from $399' Prices increasesoon - Save $501 Save $150 on food, dunks A
free parties1 111% lowest price guarantee1
spnngbreaktravet.com 1-600-678-6386
»1A Soring Break Panama City! Boardwalk
Beach Resort! Best Hotel, Location. Pncei 7
nights $1291 Daytorva - Best location $1391 Cocoa Beach Hilton $169> apnngbreak.travel.com
1 8O0«78-6386

Elect
TIM BROWN
County Commissioner
A BGSU Grad working tor youl

ADP (Automatic Data Processing) is seeking
Marketing/Business on IPC Seniors Graduating In May or August tor a part erne sales internship tor Spring Semester 97. Must be interested in a career m sales! May lead to hire.
Bnng resume and unofficial transcript to Cooperative Education Program, 310 Sadtfemire
Student Services Bloo 2-2451 by Nov. 11 to
apply.
ALPHA PHI TOM A D EARING ALPHA PHI
Twinkle tvnnkry III" star
Demi you wonder who we are?
You wish you may, you wish you mighL
Get your big on Thursday night
Love. Your A Phi Family
ALPHA PHI TOR) A DEARINO ALPHA PHI
ALPHA PHI • KRISTEN LARSON ■ ALPHA
PHI
I could be your triplet
I could be your twin.
I could be your grandbig
orlcouMbeathend.

Elect
Bob Latin
Stale Senate

Re-Elect
RANDYGARDNER
State Representative
A BGSUGrad working
tor Education

Elect
TIM BROWN 4 JAMES CARTER
Commissioner
ALANMAYBFRRY
Prosecutor
BOB VAN HORN
Treasurer
RANOY GARDNER
State Representative
BOB LA TT A
State Senator

ALPHA PHI - BROOKE VEROOVA ' ALPHA
PHI
Lime Brook ie you're the one
You make Aloha Phi lota ol fun.
Little Brookie I'm awfully lond ol you.
ILOVEMYLITTLEI

ALPHA PHI • KRISTEN LARSON • ALPHA
PHI
The hides are new
There'a one named "Curly Sue'
Forget-me-nots are blue
Friendships are true
Knsten is due
In days numben ng two
To have her big say 'guess who'

|NBA

|V (In Slereo) I

CALL NOW!
Senior Pictures are now being taken
Call 3728086 to schedule
your sitting. Pictures are being taken
daily I0am-ipmand2pm-6pm. The $6
sitting fee can be charge through
the bursar. Portraits are taken at the
yearbook office. 28 West Hall.

CALLTOOAYIII
Regi ater for facts and face s
Receive e certiHcata from
The American Red Croee
Learn updates on HIV/AIDS
Thia Fnday, Nov. 8th 1 p-5p
Call 372-9355 to register

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Featuring over 50
different Import and domestic beers.
Smorgaaboard Daily $4.49 11am • 4pm
$5 25 4pm- 10pm
440 E. Court St.

Do you wanl to learn D eat better
to achieve a healthier, trimmer.
more lit body?
The Center tor Wetness and Prevention
offers free dietary screening and
nutritional assessment.
CALL TOOAY tor appt 372-9355

GOOD MORNING COMMUTERS"
9'3O-i0:30am every Wednesday
Off-Campus Student Center. Main Lounge
THIS WEEK:
Academic Enhancement I COUNSELING
CENTER

I.F.C. 3on 3 Batkerball Tournament
Thursday, November 7
Student Recreation Center
Registration 6-7pm
Play7-9pm
$1 Donation requeeted
Door prizea will be given away
Cal 2-2846 if you have any questions.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S $
WOMEN'S SWIMMING - NOV.12; MAW
^PLAYER BASKETBALL - NOV. 13; M A W
TRACK A FIELD ■ NOV 21 PICK UP ENTRY
FORMS IN 130 PERRY FELD HOUSE ALL
E NTH IE S DUE BY 4 OOPM ON DUE DATE
KD' KRISTEN J ANOWSKI' KD
The sisters of Kappa Delta
would lets to congratulate
Knsten on her position to
scholarship caxanet of NMPC
KD' KRISTEN JANOWSKI ■ KD

ALPHA PHI • KRISTEN LARSON' ALPHAPHI
AOII'AOII'AOII'AOII
The sisters ol Alpha Omicron Pi
would lo thank:
Lambda Chi Alpha
Kappa Alpha
Phi Sigma Kappa
Sigma Chi
BelaTheta Pi
Alpha XI Delta
Alpha Gamma Delta
For your support of our Centennial
Spaghetti Dinner. Thank-Youll
AOII • AOil ■ A Oil • A Oil
AOtl'CHKJ-AOII-CHI-O
Thank you Chi Omega's tor letting us borrow
your tables Fridayl
Love, the Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
ATTENTION ORDER OF OMEGAII
MEETING THIS WEDNESDAY
AT THE GAMMA PHI BETA HOUSE
900PMM
QUEST IONS CALL BL AIR 0 2-3856
ATTENTION ALL STUCCNTSIII Grant a A
achoiarahlpe available from aponeoralll No
prepayments, ever!!! $$$Caeh (Or OOtlogo$$$ For Info: l-oOQ-243-2438.
BGSU SKAT IMG CLUB
9:15-10 15PM EVERY
TUES. NIGHT AT THE
CE ARENA
$3 . SKATE RENTAL
ST UOENTSrF ACUITY/STAFF

LOOK FOR OUR
MONEY SAVING COUPONS
IN THE BGSU
PHONE DIRECTORY!

112 Mercer &
Wooster
354-6500

Cavs

KO'LAURA HOLTER'KD
The sisters ol Kappa Delta
would like to congratulate
Laura on her position in
Community Service Cabinet
tor NMPC.
KD'LAURA HOLTER'KD

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
HAVING
TROUBLE WITH FUNDRAISERS? Please
come to the workshop on Creative Fundraiemg
Techniques on Wednesday. November 8,
1996 at 7 00 pm in the Alumni Room of the
University Union. Cathy Pratt. Alumni Development Officer tor the College ol Business
Administration will be the presenter. Don't miss
the opportunity to receive valuable information
on fundraiaing on campus For more information or reservations, cal the Office Of Student
Lifeat372-2S43.
TOOAY the NMPC would like to
recognize all the new Greek Members!
So Here's looking al youll

Sales consultant needed tor plumbing showroom. Able to work nights and Sat. 15-20
hra/wook Sales experience a plus. Design/Construction backround helpful. Send resume to tie Kohier Bath House. 125 E. Indiana
Aye Perrysburg. OH 43551.

You're doing a GREAT |ob MecWesI Hall
council. Keep up the good workl Mac-the
bestiainWestll

SEASONAL
ORDER ENTRY
$5.50-$6 00..
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and part-bme
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
into our order processing system. Earn $5 50.
$6 00. $7.00 an hour or morel Positions are
open on day and evening shifts during the
week and on weekends. Musi riave basic computer and typing skills. Flexible schedules,
cash performance incentives, generous employee discount, professional supervision. Apply in person al our corporaw offices Mon.-Fn.
from 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m., and Sat, 10:00 am
- 300 pm. Hsckory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd ,
Maumee. OH 43537 EOE

WANTED
l bedroom apartment. 354-6600
1 lemale sublease" needed tor Spring '97
Fum.. dose to campus. $i68/mo. A mil. Cal
Merge al 353-4260
1 non-smoking female sublease needed for
Spring "97 2 bedroom apt - own room.
$158/mth . util Call Shannon @ 354 3003
2-4 Subieasers needed tor Spring 97. Furnished, close to campus, reasonable rent Cat
Jen or Karen ©352-9860

FOR SALE

Female SuNeaaer - Spnng 1997
Fum. Apt./ Cvm Bdrm, $260 mo. Gaa provided. Walking diatance to campus/ shuttle pro
vided. Quiet Area. Cal Amber at 353-1387.

1990BerettaGTZ
5 sod., air, sunroof, power windows/locks.
E xcaHont cond $6,500 OBO. Cal 353-2292

Female Sublease- Needed. Spring '97. Own
Bedroom (2 bdrm apt.) FreaMay rent and
cable 1 block from campus, call anytime
354-8130

a] SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
PANAMA CITY BEACH

DOB*! MafM liSa. .Ma-owe) oppuriiiniiv to fom
Aa».rtea', f I MAUUMIJVM KMB.
Al 0-ib.tk, ■ d.nn.r only, A.nil .■.■■■■
riaaitiraurii, ■>■ art e»kirig mnmfftm»4
krv.ivK.MaU for big tun and f>II rd*.
■ plo-Nni. W. alto olT.r -ratal b-nejfil. ana,
aa Eaiployaa Stock Optlsa Plaa
The O.lWk Seaak Bowm will fm MM M

401 W.DussclRd.
Maumw. Oil 43537

Mon-Frl 10-6
Sat 10-3

tissUeUU

Brand new loveaeat sleeper $350 OBO Cal
Tittani @ 372-5891.
Cable Deacrambler Kit
$14 95 See ALL the channels
1-8O0-752-1389

Share Very Very* nice house. Leas than one
block to BGSU. Own room plus tots of enras.
$285/mo. plus utilities and deposit. Cal
419-365-5620.
WANTED - Subleaser tor Spnng 97
Own bedroom in house. Close to campua.
$i98/mo ♦ gaa A ease, 353-3245 aa* tor
Missy or Enn.

COOL DEALS" Stay warm
wool sweaters $40. hats $8. gloves $5.
Only at Imagine. 134 E. Court St

Perfect College Computer
IBM compel Lap lop, 6 MB. modem. MS office
BlkwhL$650.OOP 419-874-2587.

HELP WANTED

Smith Corona Word Processor extended monitor A Keyboard exva ink cartridges, print
wheels A corr. nbbon. $110 obo 354-3133.

AHStudertte
Need Holiday Cash
Part time work
$10.2aVhr
Flexible hours. No exp. nee.
Call now: 881-0736
Musi Ml 22 positions

FOR RENT

CASEY'S is hiring
All shifts - flexible schedules
1025 N Mam-BG
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 * /month
working on Cruse Ships or Land-Tour Com
panes. World travel Seasonal A full time em.
pioyment available No experience necessary
For more information cal 1-206-971-3550 ext
C55448.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All matenala provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 624,
Plains. KS 66051.
Ful Time/Part Time flexible schedule Easy
work, no experience. Earn $300-$600 wkly at
home guaranteed Call 7 days (407) 875-2022
Ext. 0881 H44.

NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING
PosDons are now available at
National Parks, Forests A
Wildlife Proservea
Excellent benefits A bonuses'
Call: 1 -208-971 -3620 ext. N55447.
Needed: Caricature artst(s). Call Jason at
(419)538.9584 Christmas season employment within 2 malls and the zoo.

KEG
COOLER
SAVE MONEY
ON BEER
USED 5 TIMES

$200*&
353-2171

NEVER WORK

V(R)I

Would you like to spend your Spring Break
in New York Cky to team about poverty and
raclem Aral hand, and also earn 3 hours
credit In Ethnic Studies). For more information cal Bill Thompson at UCF Center
3527534.

BG24NEWSIII

NO RULES. JUST RICHT.

v

Silk Slalkinga (In Slereo) Big Dste

Lawn Maintenance positions available
Pan A Ful time. Flexible Scheduling
Call 352-5822

SENIOR PORTRAITS
END TUESDAY
SENIOR PORTRAITS
END TUESDAY
SENIOR PORTRAITS
END TUESDAY
CALL 372-8088 to schedule your Bitting

"Ore Haro"

|Powerboat Cavs How

Twilight Zone X

Lab assistant. Temporary position in bod science lab. 15 firs per week. Flexible hours.
Please call Mary al 354.1149

SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
CALL 372-8086 NOW TO SCHEDULE
YOUR SITTING IN 28 WEST HALL.

Thor'bred

TimeTrai Ihe Prodigy" Fn the 13th Series

LIVE ELECTION COVERAGE

Updalee al: sp. $:4Sp, lop, 12a
TONIGHT ON CHANNEL 24

Boiling

Movie: "The Mornsnn Murders "(1996) John Corbet!

Alpha Phi loves Knslen Larson I

ALPHA PHI • BROOKE VEROOVA • ALPHA
PHI
I1A Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
days $2791 Includes al meals. Free parties.
Taxes1 Great Beaches A regbOrtel Prices Increase soon - Save $501 sprlngbreaktravel com 1 800 678 6386

|Buckeye

Sportacenler X

Movie: #*Vj Tremors II Attonhodts"

Basketball San Antonro Spurs at Cleveland Cavaliers. (Lrve) More and Les Levine

Sports Writers on TV
|Bradbury

StanlyCup

Movie:.'. V* Money" (1994) Melarae Griffith, r jMovie: V'smar (1996) Bn Pullman Jl|»ulopsy-Grave

[R. Cooper

Politically Incorrect (R)

[Politically Incorrect (Lrve)

|NHL Hockey St Louis Blues at Toronto Maple Leals (Live) X

This Is me PGA Tour

Horse Racing

SCI Fl Probe
US* Major Dad |llajorOad

Movie: •'! "Frozen Assars"M992) Shelley Long.

I BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE SPRING SEMESTER 1997 ACROSS THE STREET
FROM CAMPUS GREAT CONDITION AND
QLHET NEIGHBORS CALL 352-5827
1 or 2 lemale subieasers needed for Spnng
1997. Own room. $1937mo. A util Call
352-5480. ask tor Amy or Wohefle.
2 bedroom apartment for rent in Spnng '97.
$425 a month includes heat, gas, and water.
Clean, quiet, and close to campus. Call
353-2712

Apartment tor rent: 1 bdrm $305/month plus ul '*i5 located on Enterprise Call 352 6553.
Efficiency apt. lor sublease for Spnng semestar. $250 per month cal 3525544 ask tor Tig9"
Need subie
354-5216

Spring

97

Call

ASAP

One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apt.
East Evers $375Vmo 419-669-3036
SUB-LEASE NOW to August Current tenant
employed out of state. You pay $325 tor beautiful, quiet upstairs apt. l or 2 bedrooms. Perfect
for grad. student or couple. Great space. Low
unis Quiet Street Front porch. Off-street parking. Such a deal. 354-1633.
Subieaaer needed lor 2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath
apartment at Hllsdale apartments. Please cal
354-3018.
Sucweasert warned: 1 bedroom near campus.
Cats alowed, on sight I laundry. Contact Ed or
Amy 352-6925.
Two subieasers needed ASAP unu May 15.
$195/monlh per person across street from
cavrirxjs. Cei ctr leaira mesaaoe 3SS-1130
Wanted roommates D fill houses A apts.
Vary Close To Campus
Call 353-0325

5827 Monroe St.

Now Hiring
Smiling, Energetic
Individuals for the
following Positions:
Bussers/Dishwashers
Counter
Kitchen &
Wait Staff
Apply in person
Mon-Fri
2-4:00 p.m.

presents

THE GOOD TIMES
ARE KILLING ME
by Lynda Barry
Joe E. Brown Theatre

I November 6 - 9 at 8:00 p.m.
November 10 at 2:00 p.m.
For Reservations call 372-2719

